
President’s Message
What an incredible week at the ASTA

National Conference in Atlanta, Georgia! So
many wonderful workshops and performances!
I know that I came away with a renewed sense
of mission and renewed energy. I was so struck
with the vitality of our Virginia chapter – so
many presenters and performances from the Old
Dominion! Congratulations to all of those hard
working teachers and performers! I was very
proud of our depth of talent and knowledge.

Virginia is so fortunate to have so many
wonderful musicians and businesses that are
willing to make string education and
performance a high priority in the everyday life of the people of our state.
As I listened to various problems being expressed at the pre-conference
state leadership meeting, I realized that we, indeed, are fortunate to have
so many people involved in our state chapter and so many who are
willing and eager to “step up to the plate” to help at every level. We also
have many more VASTA sponsored events and opportunities in Virginia
than occur in many other states. I was very proud to represent Virginia
at the conference. Whenever I would introduce myself to someone new,
I could say with pride, “Hi, I’m the president of the Virginia chapter of
ASTA!”

Perhaps the best part of the conference (besides the amazing beds at
the Marriott!), was getting to meet so many Virginia ASTA members
and to make new friendships. Getting to make a personal connection is
the best way to build our community of musicians and lovers of music
in our state.

Our general membership meeting was held at the All-State Orchestra
& Band event at James River HS in Richmond on Friday, April 13. Thank
you, VASTA members, for all of your hard work and your
generosity…that is noticed and appreciated!

Changing the world – one string player at a time!
Gretta Sandberg, VASTA President
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President
Gretta Sandberg
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Kathy currently serves as Orchestra Director at
Frost Middle School in Fairfax County.  A graduate
of W.T. Woodson High School in Fairfax, she holds
Bachelor degrees from Indiana University and
George Mason University, and a Master of
Conducting degree from GMU.  Prior to joining
Fairfax County Public Schools, Kathy served in the
United States Army as a helicopter aviator, retiring
in 1998 as a Lieutenant Colonel.  She is an active
free-lance cellist in the Metropolitan DC area and
is a member of The Fairfax Symphony Orchestra.

Introducing our new Member
at Large: Northern Region

Kathy Thompson
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Regional News

News from the Southern Region
Mike Mitchell, editor

The Roanoke Youth Symphony enjoyed another
collaboration opportunity at The Jefferson Center in
March, performing with the Southwest Virginia Ballet a
diverse program including Stravinsky’s Firebird.

The Young Artists Awards (YAA) is a project
initiated in 1983 by a gift that enabled the formation of
the Eldon C. Grover Fund, specifically for youth
scholarships.  A portion of the Fund’s proceeds finance
the YAA.  Three financial awards, in the amounts of
$300.00, $200.00, and $100.00, are awarded to the first,
second, and third place winners respectively.  The first
place recipient is invited to perform as a soloist with the
Roanoke Youth Symphony Orchestra (RYSO) during the
2012-2013 RYSO season.

Here are this year’s recipients:
1st Place:              Justin Hall, cello*
2nd Place:             Sage Wright, violin
3rd Place:              Morgan Short, harp

*As the first place recipient, Justin will be performing as
a soloist with the RYSO during the 2012-2013 academic
year.

News from the Eastern Region
Deanna Kringel, editor

Lucy Manning and Gretta Sandberg presented a Panel
Discussion on “Building Community in Your Music
Program” at Christopher Newport University at the
CCVMEA Southern Regional Conference on January 21,
2012.

News from the Western Region
  Lucy Maynard, editor

JMU recently hosted another successful All-State
Audition Day.  Thank you to the JMU String Faculty for
donating their time to do this.

Carl Donakowski continues to work with the VASTA
board to arrange the transfer of the Corrochano
instruments.  The graduate students who will be fortunate
enough to play them are looking forward to doing so.

JMU presenters at ASTA’s National Conference
were Wanchi Huang, Carl Donawkoski, Robert
McCashin and Lisa Maynard. Representatives from the
JMU String Project also be attended the ASTA and
assisted in one of the String Project sessions.

The new President of JMU’s student ASTA Chapter
is violist Ashland Hoover.

   Election Results 2012
Congratulations to Charlotte Dettwiler, re-elected as

VASTA Secretary, and to Donovan Stokes, President-
Elect.

   College Advisory Committee
Joan Griffing, chairman

The Russell Stanger Quartet from ODU, who has had
the Corrochano  instruments this year, gave a beautiful
performance at the VASTA meeting on November 17,
2011. The Collegiate Committee awarded the
Corrochano instruments next year to a student quartet at
JMU under the  direction of Carl Donakowski. There was
some difficulty in transferring the insurance so Carl was
not able to pick up the  instruments at the VMEA
conference in November. This issue was  discussed by
the board at that meeting. A different procedure is being
worked out for the insurance so this problem will not
occur again.

A sub-committee of the VASTA Collegiate
Committee, Joan Griffing, Lisa Maynard, and  Lucy
Manning, created an application for the first annual Ed
Johonnott V  Memorial Scholarship to be awarded to a
student next fall.

In Fall 2013, Dr. Joan Griffing will be stepping down
as College Advisory Committee Chair as she is going to
New Zealand for a sabbatical. The new College Advisory
Committee Chair will be Akemi Takayama, of
Shenandoah University and can be reached at
atakayam@su.edu
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ASTA Conference

Virginia VASTA Members Presenting:
National ASTA Conference

Atlanta, Georgia, March 21-24, 2012

Effortless Playing Using the Alexander Technique: The Alexander Technique
is an approach to self-discovery that helps the musician meet the demands of
performance in a practical and reliable way. By learning to tap more fully into
two powerful resources within us, self-awareness and choice, you, the musician,
can learn to release habits of excess tension which clearly stand in the way of
greater refinement, economy of effort, and responsiveness. Presenter: Jocelyn
Adelman, Richmond Symphony

Teaching and Rehearsal Techniques for the Guitar Classroom: There are a
variety of ways that a guitar classroom may be managed. The guitar class may
be taught as a group or as a series of private lessons within the class time. When
ensemble playing is incorporated, the class may be taught as a large ensemble
or divided into small chamber ensemble groups. This session will explore best
practices in combining these various approaches. Presenter: Sean Beavers,
Liberty University

Frisch and Denig
������ǦƤ����

Chinrests

· I am so comfy, and pain-free.
-Teri Lee, violinist,

National Symphony Orchestra

· Last week I spent my studio
class experimenting with my chin-
rest [diagnostic] kit. It was WON-
DERFUL! The students were so
appreciative ...

-Brenda Brenner, Professor of
Music, Indiana University, Bloom-
ington

· I already feel a great freeing
up, amazingly enough not only in
the left shoulder (lots more agil-
LW\�LQ�WKH�¿QJHUV��EHWWHU�VKLIWLQJ��
but also in the right arm, leading
to more stable and more precise
bowing.

– Gilles Rullmann, Folk Fiddler,
Haarlem, The Netherlands

703-533-5883
www.chinrests.com

Sean Beaver sharing his insights on teaching class guitar.

http://
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ASTA Conference

Efficient and Effective Conductor Communication: This
conductor session will explore the five fundamental areas
of podium-speak. Areas to be covered include posture,
balance, natural flexibility, efficient technique (for
articulation and density of color), and consistency of
non-verbal communication. This session will focus on ways
to better present the music through efficient and effective
gesture and conducting techniques. Presenter: Robert
McCashin, James Madison University

New Directions ® For Strings: The Next Steps: New
Directions for Strings features a balanced approach to the
technical development of all four instruments and includes
icons identifying new directions, national standards, pencil
games and review topics. Highlights include “I-beam”
posture, improvisation loops, tetrachord studies and scale
boxes, instrument specific solos and full-length ensemble
pieces. Student’s aural skills are developed through singing,
composition and dictation. The Teachers Manual includes
supplemental information as well as a CD-ROM containing
all the necessary assessment tools to measure student
progress. This session addresses exciting next steps for the
New Directions for Strings series. Making connections
between the method book and age-appropriate repertoire,
as well as introducing A Scale in Time, a new book
designed to be a valuable supplement to New Directions
for Strings Book 1 & 2, and beyond. Besides scales, A Scale
in Time includes tonal studies and chorales in 4 parts. There
are also some exciting new developments utilizing
technology. Clinician: Robert McCashin, sponsored by
FJH Music.

Harp Multilevel Master Class Clinician: Elizabeth
Blakeslee, National Symphony Orchestra

Christmas in March: Musical Gifts for Harp and Bowed
Strings: Harpist Elizabeth Blakeslee, and violinist Lynne
Denig offer insights to other harp, violin, and viola teachers
on collaboration between young students who meet each
year in a concert of Christmas tunes arranged for those
instruments. The tunes are an attractive way to address the
pedagogical goals of mastering the technical requirements
of each instrument and in developing ensemble skills.
Students of the two studios will perform music arranged
and composed for them. Presenters: Elizabeth Blakeslee,
private studio teacher, and Lynne Denig, private studio
teacher

Teaching Shifting Using Harmonics: Teaching harmonics
to your first-year students is a great way to begin to teach
shifting. It relieves excess tension and helps develop tone,
finger sensitivity and muscle memory. Bring your
instrument to try the exercises and strategies for tension
free and beautiful shifting. Examples will be shown to show
how even intermediate and more advanced students can
benefit from the study of overtones and how to use them
while shifting. Presenter: William Wassum, Spotsylvania
County Schools

Dr. Robert McCashin sharing tips on coducting.

Christmas in March: Lynne Denig, Elizabeth Blakeslee,
Marta Howard, and Nancy Kredel

http://
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ASTA Conference

No One is Wrong: The Interpretation of Various
Musical Ideas in String Chamber Music: Have you ever
encountered your chamber music colleagues, teachers or
students rejecting your musical suggestions prior to even
trying it with their best potential? What are the reasons
behind the rejection? Is it that they were hindered by limited
technical means to execute your wonderful idea, or is it that
your idea seems senseless, or less convincing? What does
it really take to try out a new interpretative idea that is
different from your own? Presenters: Wanchi Huang,
James Madison University, and Christine Rutledge,
University of Iowa

Paul Rolland Pedagogy Action Tunes Make “The
Teaching of Action” Easy: Former Paul Rolland students
Mary Alice Rich, Lynne Denig and Nancy Kredel debut
new “Action Tunes” composed by Texas award-winning
composer Mary Alice Rich. Participants will try out
different aspects of Rolland Pedagogy. The tunes coordinate
with the Actions from the Paul Rolland-Marla Mutschler
book and DVD, “The Teaching of Action in String Playing”
and will make it easy for students to perform the natural
movements. Presenters: Nancy Kredel, private studio
teacher, Lynne Denig, private studio teacher, Mary Alice
Rich, private studio teacher.

Solo Adjudication 101: This worship is designed to prepare
teachers to become ASTACAP examiners and solo

competition adjudicators. This session will include: an
overview of ASTACAP and the adjudication process;
checklists for preparing for exams and adjudications; tips
on providing constructive and meaningful comments to
students; comparing how judging solo competitions such as
the ASTA Solo Competition differs from judging
ASTACAP exams; and a hands-on goal of this workshop is
to prepare teachers to become effective examiners and solo
competition adjudicators. ASTA members who complete
this pre-conference session will have their photos, brief
biographies, and contact information listed on a special
adjudication page on the website for as long as they maintain
their ASTA membership. Presenters: Laura Kobayashi,
Michael Heald

Laura Kobayashi

Laura Kobayashi, Lynne Denig, Nancy Kredel,
Elizabeth Blakeslee, Helen Fall, Lucy Manning

VASTA President Gretta Sandberg (on far right)
with members from James Madison University
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Virginia Groups Performing at ASTA

 VASTA was well-represented at the National
Orchestra Festival with the Longfellow Middle School
Orchestra, Falls Church, Susan Kervick, conductor;
Yorktown High School Orchestra, Arlington, Tom
Hartman, conductor, and Oscar F. Smith High School
Chamber Orchestra,  Chesapeake, Deanna Kringle,
conductor.
 The Robinson Secondary School Guitar Ensemble,
Fairfax, Scott Seigfried, conductor, also performed.
 In addition three Virginia students were selected to
participate in the National High School Honors Orchestra:

Patrick Miller, Shannon Smith, and Christopher
Byrne, NHSHO participants from Virginia

National High School Honors Orchestra at the
ASTA ConferenceRobinson Secondary School Guitar Ensemble,

Scott Seigfried, conductor

Longfellow Middle School, Susan Kervick, director,
performs at the National Orchestra Festival
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VASTA at All-Virginia Orchestra

 All Virginia Orchestra 2012 took place at James River
High School in Richmond, Virginia, April 12-14, 2012.
On the morning of April 13, VASTA held a general
membership meeting and presented the first-chair players
with certificates and  complimentary ASTA memberships.

VASTA President Gretta Sandberg addresses the
VASTA General Membership Meeting, April 13, 2012

Principal string players in the All-Virginia Orchestra:
Somok Yoo, Principal Cello; Stephen Tang, Principal
Second Violin; Patrick Miller, Principal Viola; Stacy

Ham, Concertmistress; Genevieve Mays, Principal Bass

Not pictured: Juliana Jackson, Principal Harp
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the 100th birthday of Paul Rolland who
was born October 11, 1911.  Their first
full playing was at the 2012 ASTA
Convention.
 To meet and work with Mary Alice
personally and to see other Rolland
students (Virginians Lucy Manning,
Nancy Kredel, and Lynne Denig among
others) in Action (double meaning
intended!), please come to the Rolland
Workshop at the end of July at George
Mason University.  Recertification
Points and graduate and undergraduate
credit are available.  See
www.PotomacAcademy.org under
Summer Programs for more details and
for the workshop application, or contact
Lynne at lynne@chinrests.com.

students were too concerned about
learning more difficult notes.  Because
most of the tunes are short (about 1
minute) and “just” open strings, students
are able to focus on the technique.
 The pieces come with a student and
teacher part for violin or viola (cello and
bass are almost finished) and also a score
with an easy piano accompaniment.  The
musical language is accessible especially
to young ears that enjoy something novel,
exotic, clever, fun, and sometimes
something that sounds like electronic
game music.  Technique, then, is also
learned within a musical context.
  Included here is the violin
student/teacher part for one my favorite
of the ten pieces, “Break Open the
Piñata”.  “Piñata”, as it has become
known,  at its fundamental level, requires
students to launch the bow to the front of
their bodies (not out to the side) and in a
counter-clockwise motion (called “The
Rebound” in Rolland pedagogy).  The
piece is also successfully used to
encourage the release of arm weight into
the string before playing each note and
for the formation of curved right hand
fingers and a soft bow hold when at the
frog.  Shifting body weight from foot to
foot is also a focus.
 Composer Mary Alice Rich is
offering all of the pieces for free on her
site, www.MaryAliceRich.com to mark

Violin Forum
Lynne Denig, editor

Mary Alice Rich’s Action
Tunes: Establishing Balanced
Movement Patterns
in a Musical Context

Like me, are you a musical fireman?
Is your biggest job as a strings teacher
putting out “fires”?  Most of the time in
my studio, I am shoveling more notes in
the direction of my students in order to
keep them from “crashing and burning”
in an upcoming audition or concert.  But
in truth, what could be healthier would
be concentrating on giving students the
means to put out their own fires, and even
for them to be able to see “fires” coming.
Rather than end gaining, thinking about
end goals and building those goals
methodically would be the most help to
students.

In Paul Rolland’s The Teaching of
Action in String Playing, one teacher
observes: “I think teachers have to
decide: are you going to teach a student
to play a tune, or are you going to teach
him to play the violin?”  To this end,
Mary Alice Rich, composer, violinist, and
Paul Rolland’s last graduate assistant, has
just written a set of ten Action Tunes that
make it easy to teach the balanced,
physical movements characteristic of fine
playing.  These ten tunes incorporate
some of Paul Rolland’s key Actions
(physical movements based on how the
body moves with gravity) as found in the
previously cited text.  Once the Actions
within the Tunes are learned, the Actions
are easily pointed out in other pieces
becoming reference points for these
movements in whatever pieces a student
might play, and at any level.
 These pieces have given me an
excuse to “attack” long-standing playing
problems in my students; faulty
movement techniques that I knew were
there but could not be addressed because

Violin Forum

The ten pieces and the Actions they
are written for are:

1. “After the Storm” for Placing the
Instrument and Shaping the Left Hand

2.”Break Open the Piñata” for Flying
Pizzicato and the Rebound

3. “Into the Tunnel” for Using the
Fourth Finger

4. and 5. “Lost Kitty and Kitty Found”
(the first is minor and the latter, major)
for The Shuttle

6. “Mountain Creek” for First, High
Second, and Third Fingers; and The
Follow Through

7. “Open Sesame” for Detaché

8. “Open Sky” for Bow Distribution

9. “Opening Doors” for The Octave
Game, Tapping, and The Shuttle, and
for Tapping in Preparation for Vibrato

10. “The Valley So Low” for Low
Second Finger Placement

Mary Alice Rich and Nancy Kredel at
the ASTA Conference  2012
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Violin Forum, continued
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Violin Forum, continued
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Guitar Forum

Guitar Forum
Sean Beavers, editor

Teaching Fingerboard Knowledge: Chords

How can we move students from a basic knowledge of first-position
chords to a more advanced understanding of chords on the fingerboard?
We can help them grasp not just finger shapes but also the names of notes
they are playing. Below is a suggested order for teaching chords, using
major triads as an example.

1. Chords in First Position: Most method books introduce chords in first position. Typically, the chords initially
taught are C, A, G, E, and D major as well as A, D, and E minor and some seventh chords. To solidify knowledge
of first-position chords, have students vocalize fingerings, then letter names. For the following example, the
student would say “0,3,2,0,1,0,”. Then the student would say “E,C,E,G,C,E”. The important point to emphasize
is that the essence of a C chord is not the finger shape but the fact that it consists of the notes C, E, G with no other
notes included.

2. Chords on a Single String: As you prepare to teach chords in higher positions, it is useful to start with chords
up a single string to clearly demonstrate patterns of whole steps and half steps. In a major triad, there are four
half-steps between the root and third of the chord and three half-steps between the third and fifth of the chord.
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3. Chords in a Higher Position: Immediately after playing the notes of a chord up a single string, play those same
notes of the chord in a single position on the fingerboard. Emphasize the letter names involved and point out that
multiple fingerings that can be used to play the same letter names.

4. Chords in Various Positions: For each major chord, the neck of the guitar can be divided into five fingering
patterns, each in a single position. This is sometimes called the CAGED system, because the five fingerings are
based on the finger shapes of the first-position C, A, G, E, and D chords. Sliding these finger shapes up the neck
with a barre allows students to play a C chord using each of the five shapes. If students learn these five patterns
well, they can move toward understanding the whole fingerboard more thoroughly. They can use these five
patterns to play any major chord in five places. As students play these various fingerings, have them say the names
of the notes.

Notice that in the D shape,
the sixth-string E is impractical
to play but is included in the
diagram for completeness.

Conclusion: When learning
chords, students may not
understand note names within
each chord. They may also find
it challenging to move from
first-position chords to
understanding the whole
fingerboard. The above process
helps overcome these
challenges.

Questions? If you have
questions, comments, or
suggestions for future articles,
please write to
sbeavers@liberty.edu.
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Guidelines

for submitting articles, ads and
photos for the Fingerboard:

Deadline for articles, ads and payment:
Summer Issue: June 20, 2012.

Submission format:
 Text documents must be

submitted as Word
documents, single-spaced

 Photographs may be
submitted as JPG, GIF, or
PDF files

 PDF files should be
submitted as PDF 1.3 or
PDF/X-1A files

Advertisement rates:
 Business card $25/issue
 1/4 pg -5(h) x 4(w) OR
 1/4 pg-2.5(h)x8(w) $40/issue
 1/2 pg-5(h)x8(w) $80/issue
 Full pg-

10.5(h)x8(w)$160/issue
 One time Special Events

Advertising is available per
issue for 1/3 the fee per size

Website advertising:
www.vastaweb.org

 $100/year - members,
$125/year – nonmembers

 Ads can be started at any time
and run for one year.

 Copy can be changed during
the year at no additional
charge.

 Please submit file in JPG or
GIF format, max size 100 KB
-- 116 pixels high, 139 pixels
wide

Please submit all text, photos, and
advertisements digitally to:
Elizabeth Blakeslee
Fingerboard editor
elizabethblakeslee@gmail.com

mailto:carolstone@mac.com
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